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A Classification Theory of Prehomogeneous Vector Spaces 

Tatsuo Kimura 

This is a survey of a classification theory of prehomogeneous vector 
spaces including some unpublished results of Professor Mikio Sato around 
1962 with proofs under his permission (Sections 8, 10 and 15) and some 
results by the author (Section 9) not published elsewhere. This paper 
consists of the following 15 sections. 

§ 1. Basic definitions. 
§ 2. Trivial P.V.'s and P. V.-equivalences. 
§ 3. A classification of irreducible P.V.'s. 
§ 4. A classification of simple P.V.'s. 
§ 5. A classification of 2-simple P.V.'s. 
§ 6. A classification of reductive P.V.'s with finitely many orbits. 
§ 7. Some generalization of castling transformations and a classification 

of certain P.V.'s (Y. Teranishi's result). 
§ 8. A classification of certain reductive P.V.'s (M. Sato's unpublished 

result I). 
§ 9. Prehomogeneity of some reductive triplets. 
§ 10. P.V.'s of associative algebras (M. Sato's unpublished result II). 
§ 11. A classification of regular irreducible P.V.'s with universally transi-

tive open orbits (J. Igusa's result). 
§ 12. Universal transitivity of simple P.V.'s and 2-simple P.V.'s. 
§ 13. Irreducible P.V.'s of characteristic p?-3 (Z. Chen's result). 
§ 14. A classification of irreducible P.V.'s of parabolic type and their 

real forms (H. Rubenthaler's result). 
§ 15. Indecomposable commutative Frobenius algebras and a-functions; 

Examples of quasi-regular, non-regular P.V.'s (M. Sato's unpub
lished result III). 

S. Kasai, Xiao-wei Zhu, M. Inuzuka, M. Taguchi and others are trying 
to classify some P.V.'s respectively, but since they are not completed yet, 
we do not contain their result here. About other aspects of the theory of 
P.V.'s originated by M. Sato and developed by many other mathemati
cians, one can see the papers in the references. The author would like to 
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express his hearty thanks to Professor M. Sato who explained his results 
to the author and gave a permission to introduce his result with proofs. 

§ 1. Basic definitions 

Let Q be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and we 
shall consider everything over Q in this section. Let G be a connected 
linear algebraic group, p a rational representation of G on a finite-dimen
sional vector space V. When V has a Zariski-dense G-orbit Y, we say 
that a triplet (G, p, V) (or simply (G, p)) is aprehomogeneous vector space 
(abbrev. P. V.). A point of Y is called a generic point. For x e V, we 
denote by G,, the isotropy subgroup {g e G; p(g)x=x}. Put g=Lie(G) 
and gx=Lie(Gx)={A E g; dp(A)x=O} where dp is the infinitesimal repre
sentation of p. 

Theorem 1.1. If there exists x E V satisfying dim gx = dim G- dim V, 
then a triplet (G, p, V) is a P. V. 

Proof Since dim p( G) · x = dim G- dim G x = dim G- dim gx = dim V, 
we have p(G)-x= V. Q.E.D. 

A rational function f(x) on Vis called a relative invariant of a triplet 
(G, p, V) if there exists a rational character X: G-.Qx satisfying f(p(g)x) 
= X(g )f(x) for all g e G. If X =I, f(x) is called an absolute invariant. 

Theorem 1.2. If a triplet (G, p, V) has a non-constant absolute in
variant, it cannot be a P. V. 

Proof Assume that it is a P.V. Then f(x) is constant on the 
Zariski-dense orbit Y, and hence it is constant on Y = V. Q.E.D. 

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are fundamental tools to check the prehomo
geneity of a given triplet (G, p, V). 

The complement S= V- Y of Y is called the singular set of a P.V. 
(G,p, V), which is Zariski-closed. Let S=S 1 U ... USN US" be the 
irreducible decomposition of S where each Si={x e V;J;(x)=O} is an 
irreducible hypersurface (1 ~iS,,N) and S" is the union of irreducible 
components of codimension 2:2. AIIJ;(x) (1 S,,iS,,r) are relatively invari
ant irreducible polynomials, which are called basic relative invariants of a 
P.V. (G, p, V). Any relative invariantf(x) is uniquely expressed asf(x)= 
cJ;(x)m1 • • -fN(xrN where C E QX and (m1, • • •, mN) E ZN. A relative invar
iant f(x) is called non-degenerate if its Hessian Hess1 (x)=detWf/Bx/Jxj) 
is not identically zero. A P.V. (G, p, V) is called regular if it has a non
degenerate relative invariant. A P.V. (G, p, V) with a reductive algebraic 
group G is called a reductive P. V. 
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Theorem 1.3 (§ 4 in [S-K], [Servedio 3]). Let (G, p, V) be a reductive 
P. V. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 

(1) (G, p, V) is a regular P. V. 
(2) The generic isotropy subgroup Gx (x e Y) is reductive. 
(3) The singular set S is a (not necessarily irreducible) hypersurface. 

By Theorem 1.3, a reductive P.V. (G, p, V) is regular if and only if 
the generic isotropy subalgebra gx (x e Y) is reductive. 

Now two triplets (G, p, V) and (G', p', V') are called isomorphic if 
there exists a rational isomorphism a: p( G)-. p'( G') and an isomorphism 
1:: v-. V' satisfying (ap)(g) · -r(v)=-r · p(g)v for all g e G and v e V. In this 
case, we shall write (G, p, V)::::(G', p', V'). For example, we have 
(SL2, 2A1)::::(S0 3, A1) although SL2 and S0 3 are not isomorphic. If G is 
reductive, then we have (G, p, V)::::(G, p*, V*) where p* is the contta
gredient representation on the dual vector space V* of V. In our classifi
cation, we identify isomorphic triplets. 

§ 2. Trivial P.V.'s and P.V.-equivalences 

In this section, we shall show some general methods to construct in
finitely many P.V.'s. 

Theorem 2.1. Let p be any representation of any group H on an m
dimensional vector space V. Then the triplet (HX GLn, p@A 1, V@t:r) is 
a P.V.for all n~m=dim V. 

Proof It is enough to prove the prehomogeneity when H={l}. In 
this case, this triplet is isomorphic to (GLn, A1EB · · · EBA1, Mn,m). Put x= 

( {r). Then the isotropy subgroup G x is given by G x = { ( -; \ ~ ) ; 

A e GLn-w} Since dim Gx=m(n-m)+(n-m)2=dim GLn-dimMn,m· 

it is a P.V. by Theorem 1.1. Q.E.D. 

Definition 2.2. Any P.V. of the type in Theorem 2.1 is called a trivial 
P.V. 

Now various P.V.-equivalences can be proved by using the following 
lemma. 

Key Lemma 2.3. Let G be a connected linear algebraic group and let 
W, W' be irreducible algebraic varieties on which G acts. Lett= W-.W' 
be a dominant (i.e., f(W)= W') G-equivariant (i.e., compatible with the 
action of G) morphism. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) Wis G-prehomogeneous, i.e., it has a Zariski-dense G-orbit. 
(ii) W' is G-prehomogeneous, and for a point y of a Zariski-dense 

orbit, the.fiber t- 1(y) is Gv-prehomogeneous. 

Proof (i):::}(ii): Let x be a point of the Zariski-dense G-orbit in W 

and put Y=t(x). Since G-y=t(G·x)::)t(G·x)=t(W) and W'=t(W), 
we have W' = G · y, i.e., W' is G-prehomogeneous, and hence dim G Y = 
dim G-dim W'. Since dim (Gy)~=dim Gx=dim G-dim W=dim Gy+ 
dim W'-dim W=dimGy-dimt- 1(y), the fibre t- 1(y) of y is Gv
prehomogeneous. 

(ii):::}(i): Since dim G x = dim ( G vt = dim G Y - dim t- 1(y) = ( dim G 
-dim W')-dim t- 1(y)=dim G-dim W, Wis G-prehomogeneous. 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.4. A triplet (G, p/f}p 2, ViEB Vi) is a P. V. if and only if (i) 
(G, p1, V1) is a P. V. and (ii) (H, p2 I H, Vi) is a P. V. where His a generic 
isotropy subgroup of (G, p1, V1). 

Proof By Key Lemma 2.3 for W= ViEBVi, W'= V1 and t=the 
projection to V1, we have our result. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2.5. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) All (Gi, pi, V;) are P.V.'s (1 ~i ~r). 
(ii) A triplet (G1 X · · · XGrXGLn, (p1+ · · · +pr)@l+a@A 1, (ViEB 

· · · EB Vr )EB( V@Qn)) is a P.V. where a is any represenkltion of the group 
G1 X · · · X Gr on V and n is any natural number satisfying n::2:dim V. 

Proof By Theorems 2.1 and 2.4, we have our result. Q.E.D. 

Definition 2.6. A triplet in (ii) in Theorem 2.5 is called a generalized 
direct sum of (Gi, Pi• Vi) (1 ~i ~r). When V ={0}, it is called the direct 
sum and denoted by EB(Gi, Pi, Vi). 

Theorem 2.7. Let p be a representation of an algebraic group Hon 
an m-dimensional vector space V. For any n satisfying m>n> 1, the fol
lowing conditions are equivalent. 

(i) (HXGLn,p@A 1, V@Qn)isaP.V. 
(ii) (HX GLm-n, p*@A 1, V*@Qm-n) is a P. V. where p* is the con

tragredient representation of p on the dual space V* of V. Note that if H 
is reductive, then this triplet is isomorphic to (H X GLm-n, p@A1, V@ 
Qm-n). 

Proof Put W={x=(X1,···,Xn)eMm,n=V@Qn;rankx=n} and 
W' = Grassn (V), i.e., the Grassmann variety consisting of n-dimensional 
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subspaces of V. For x e W, let t(x) be then-dimensional subspace of V 
spanned by x1, • • ·, xn. Then we obtain a dominant HX GLn-equivariant 
map t: W---+ W', and GLn acts on each fibre transitively while it acts on 
W' trivially. Hence, by Key Lemma 2.3, (i) is equivalent to the con
dition: (i)' W'=Grassn (V) is H-prehomogeneous. Since Grassn (V):::::: 
Grassm-n (V*), we have our result. Q.E.D. 

We say the triplets (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.7 are castling transforms 
of each other. Two triplets are called castling-equivalent if one is obtained 
from the other by a finite number of castling transformations. Let 
(G, p, V) be any given P.V. with m=dim V. Clearly (GX GL,, p@A,, 
V@Q) is also a P.V., and hence so is its castling transform (G X GLm_1, 

p*@A 1, V*@Qm- 1). By repeating this procedure, one sees that there 
exist infinitely many non-isomorphic P.V.'s which are castling-equivalent 
to a given P.V. when m=dim V>3. There are many other P.V.-equiva
lences (See [S-K], [K-K-T-1]). We shall finish this section by giving one 
more example of P.V.-equivalence. 

Theorem 2.8. Let p1 (resp. p2) be a representation of an algebraic 
group H on an m1 (resp. m2)-dimensional vector space V1 (resp. Vz). Then 
the following conditions are equivalent. 

( i) (H, P1®P2, V1® Vi) is a P. V. 
(ii) (HX GLno p1®A 1 +p 2@At, V1@Qn+ Vz@Qn) is a P. V. for all n 

satisfying n:2".max {m1, m2}. 

(iii) There exists n satisfying n:2".max{m1, m2} such that (HXGLn, p1 

®A1+P2®At, V1@Qn+ Vz@Qn) is a P.V. 

By using Key Lemma 2.3, we can prove Theorem 2.8 (See § 1 in 
[K-K-T-I], § 4 in [K-K-H]). Thus, for any given P.V. (G, p, V), we can 
construct a new P.V. (GX GLn, p®A 1 + I®At, V@Qn+Qn) for any 
n:2:dim V. 

§:3. A classification of irreducible P.V.'s 

The starting point of a classification is the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.1. Jf (G, p, V) is a P. V., then we have dim G~dim V. 

Proof If xis a generic point, we have dim G,=dim G-dim V:20. 
Q.E.D. 

By a well-known theorem of E. Cartan, p(G) is a reductive algebraic 
group with at most one-dimensional center when p is irreducible. Hence 
we may assume that G=(GL 1 X)G 1 X · · · X Gk where each Gi (1 <i-:;;.k) is 
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a simple algebraic group of dim > 3. It is also well-known that if a is an 
irreducible representation of a group H=H 1 XH 2 over Q, then we have 
a=a 1Q9a2 where each ai is an irreducible representation of Hi (i = 1, 2). 
Hence we may assume that p=(A 10)p 1Q9· · ·®pk, V= V(d1)0· · -0V(dk) 
(d1"':2::.d2 ?:. · · · >dk>2) where each Pt is a di·dimensional irreducible repre
sentation of G, on V(d,) (1 ~i <k) and A, denotes the scalar multiplica
tion of GL1 on V. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, we have l+g,+ · · · +gk>d 1d2 

· · -dk where g,=dimG 1 (I <i<k). The following lemma due to M. Sato 
is important for our purpose. 

Lemma 3.2 (M. Sato) (p. 43 in [S-K]). If k>3, then I+g,"':2::.4d1-6. 

Now what we have to do is first to classify all triplets (G, p, V) satis
fying dim G>dim V by using castling transformations, case by case when 
GI =An, Bn, en, Dn, (G2), F., Ee, E1, Ea. For example, Lemma 3.2 says 
that k= 1 or 2 when G1 is an exceptional algebraic group (G2), F,,, Ee, E1, 
Ea. Next, by using Theorems I.I and 1.2, we check the prehomogeneity 
of triplets (G, p, V) satisfying dim G>dim V. Note that the property of 
dim G?:.dim V and the regularity are invariant property under castling 
transformations. The results are given as follows. 

Theorem 3.3 ([S-K]). Any irreducible P. V. (G, p, V) is castling-equiva
lent to one of the following P. V.' s. 

(I) Regular P.V.'s. 
( 1 ) A trivial P.V., i.e., (H X GLn, p®A,, Mn) where p is an n

dimensional irreducible representation of a connected semisimple algebraic 
group H. 

( 2) (GLn, p) where p=2A 1 ; 3Ai(n=2); Aln=even); Ain=6, 7, 8). 
( 3) (SL 3 XGL 2, 2A1®A 1, V(6)0V(2)). 
( 4) (SLe X GL2, A20Ai, V(l 5)0 V(2)). 
(5) (SL 5 XGLn, A2@A1, V(I0)0V(n)) (n=3, 4). 
( 6) (SL 3 X SL 3 X GL2, A1@A1®A 1, V(3)0 V(3)0 V(2)). 
(7) (SpnXGL 2m, A1@A1, V(2n)0V(2m)) (n>m"':2::.l) 
( 8) (GL 1 X Sp3 , A10Aa, V(I4)). 
( 9) (SOnXGLm, A1®A 1, V(n)0V(m))(n>m>I). 
(10) (Spin1XGLn, the spin rep.@A 1) (I <n<3). 
(11) (GL,XSpinm the spin rep.) (n=9, 11). 
(12) (Spin 10 X GLn, a half-spin rep.0A 1) (n=2, 3). 
(13) (GL 1 X Spinn, a half-spin rep.) (n= 12, 14). 
(14) (G2 X GLn, A2®A 1, V(7)0 V(n)) (n= I, 2). 
(15) (E6 XGLn, A1@A1, V(27)0V(n)) (n=l,2). 
(16) (GL1 xE 1, A10Ae, V(56)). 
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(II) Non-regular P.V.'s. 
(1) (Spn X GL 2, A102A 1, V(2n)0 V(3)). 
(2) ((GL 1X)HXSLn, (A10)p0A 1, V(m)0V(n)) where pis an m

dimensional irreducible representations of a semisimple algebraic group 
H with 1 ~m <n. 

(3) ((GL1 X )SL 2m+i, (A10)A 2, V(m(2m+ 1))) (m;;:;2). 
(4) ((GL 1 X)SL 2m+i X SL2,(A10)A 20A 1, V(m(2m+ 1))0V(2)) (m;;:;2). 
(5) ((GL 1X)SpnXSL 2m+i, (Ai<Z>)A10A 1, V(2n)0V(2m+l)). 
(6) ((GL 1 X)Spin 10, (A10) a half-spin rep., V(16)). 

Remark. A classification of irreducible P.V.'s (GL 1 X G, A10p) with 
a simple algebraic group G was completed by M. Sato and T. Shintani 
(See P. 144 in [S-S]). 

§ 4. A classification of simple P.V.'s 

E.B. Vinberg has classified a P.V. (G, p, V) when G is a simple alge
braic group ([VJ). T. Shintani completed a classification of irreducible 
simple P.V.'s with the scalar multiplication ([S-S]). This result is included 
inlSection 3. T. Kimura has classified simple P.V.'s with scalar multipli
cations ([Kimura 5]). 

Theorem 4.1 (E.B. Vinberg [V]). AP. V. (G, p, V) with a simple alge
braic group is given as follows. 

(1) G=SLn; p=AiEB· · · -EBA1 (l~k<n), A2 (n=odd), A2EBM (n= 
odd), A2EBA2 (n=odd). 

(2) (Spn, A1), (Spin 1O, a half-spin rep.). 

Let G' be a simple algebraic group, p' = piEB · · · EB pk a rational repre
sentation of G' where each Pi is an irreducible representation. Put G= 
GL 1k X G' and let p be the composition of p' and the scalar multiplications 
GL/ on each irreducible component Pi (1 ~i <k). A P.V. (G, p, V) of 
such type is called a simple P. V. For simplicity, we write (GL/ X G', p') 
or (G', p')' instead of (GL/ X G', p). 

Theorem 4.2 ([Kimura 5] with a correction [K-K-I-Y]). All non
irreducible simple P. V.'s (with scalar multiplications) are given as follows. 

(1) G'=SLn, p=A 1EB· · ·EBA1EBAi*l(2~k<n+l,n>2),A2EBAi*)EB 
· · ·EBAi*) (2~k<4, nz4) except A2EBA1EBA1EBAt (n=odd), 2A1EBAi*>, 
A2EBA2 (n=odd), A2EBA2EBAt (n=5), A8E811i*) (n=6, 7), AsEBA1EBA1 (n=6). 

(2) G'=SPn, p=A 1EBA1, A1EBA1EBA1, A.2EBA1 (n=2), AsEBA1 (n=3). 
(3) G' = Spinn, p = the spin rep. EB the vector rep. (n = 7), a half-spin 

rep.EE)the vector rep. (n=8, 10, 12), AEBA where A=the even half-spin 
representation. 
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Theorem 4.3. All non-irreducible simple regular P. V.'s are given as 
follows . 

. (1) G'=SLn, p=AiEBAt, A1EB· · ·EBA1 (k=n) (EBAf*l), 2A1EBAf*l, 
A2EBAf*'EBAf*> (n=even), A2EBAi(EB(A1EBA1)<*') (n=odd), A3EBAf*' (n=7). 

(2) G'=SPn, p=A1EBA0 A3EBA1 (n=3). 
(3) All P. V.'s given in (3) in Theorem 4.2. 

§ 5. A classification of 2-simple P.V.'s 

In this section, we shall consider a triplet (GL/"+s+t X G1 X G2, (a1 + 
· · · +a,)®l+(p 1®p~+ · · · +pk®p~)+I®(r 1+ ···+rt)) where G1, G2 are 
simple algebraic groups; ai, Pi (resp. p~, r1) are non-trivial irreducible re0 

presentation of G1 (resp. G2), and GL/"+s+t acts on each irreducible com
ponent as scalar multiplications. A P.V. of such type is called a 2-simple 
P. V. If one of {GL1 X G1 X G2, pi®p~) (I <i <k) is a non-trivial P.V., it 
is called a 2-simple P. V. of type I. On the other hand, if all {GL1 X G1 X 
G2, pi®p~) (I <i <k) are trivial P.V.'s (See Definition 2.2), it is called a 
2-simple P. V. of type II. Note that if k=0, it is just the direct sum of 
simple P.V.'s, and hence we shall assume k~I. By using the results in 
Sections 3 and 4, one can complete the classification of 2-simple P.V. of 
type I. 

Theorem 5.1 ([K-K-1-Y]). Any 2-simple P. V. of type I is castling~ 
equivalent to a simple P. V. or one of the following P. V.'s (GL/'X G, 
p( = P1EB · · · EB pk)). 

(n Regular PY.' s 
(1) G=SL 111XSLn, (a) m=4; p=A 2®A 1+T (n=2) with T=A 1®A 1, 

(A1+A1)®l; A2®A1+A1®l(+l®Af*>) (n=3), A2®A1+A1®l+l®At 
(n=4), (b) m=S; p=A 2®A 1+(At+Af*>)@l (n=2), A2®A1+l®Af*> 
(n=3), A2®A 1+I®At (n=8), A2®A 1+I®At (n=9). 

(2) G=Sp 111XSLn, (a) p=A 1®A 1+I®(Af*>+Af*>) (n=even); A1® 
A1+I®T(n=2) with T=2Ao 3A1, (2A1+A 1); A1®A1+A 1®l{+l®(A 1+ 
A1)'*') (n=odd). (b) m=2; p=A 2®A 1+A 1®l(+I®A 1) (n=2), A1®t11+ 
A2®l+l®At (n=3), A2®A 1+A 1®I+l®At (n=4). 

(3) G=SOnXSLm, p=A1®A1+I®Af*>. 
(4) G=Spin 7 XSLno (a) p=A®A 1+I®A 1 (n=2, 3), A®A 1+I®At 

(n=3, 6, 7) where A=the spin representation ofSpin 7• (b) p=X®A 1+A® 
l{+l®A 1) (n=2), X®A1+A®l+I®Ai" (n=6) where X=the vector repre
sentation of Spin7, i.e. X(Spin7) = S0 7• 

(5) G=Spin 111XSLno (a) m=8, p=X®A 1+A'®l( + l®A 1) (n=2, 3), 
X®A1+A'®l+l®Ar (n=3, 6, 7) where A'=a half-spin representation. 
(b) m=lO, p=A'®A 1+ I®T (n=2) with T=2t1 1, 3A1, A1+A 1, 2A1+A 1, 
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A1+A 1+A 1; A1@A1+ l@A 1 (n=3), A'@A 1+ l@At (n=3, 14, 15), X@A1 + 
A'@l (n=2, 3, 4). 

(6) G=(G2)XSLn, p=A2®A 1+l@A 1(n=2), A2@A1+l@At(n=6) 
where deg A2=7. 

(II) Non-regular P. V.'s 
(7) G=SLn X SL 2;p=A 2@A1+ l®T(n=odd) with T=tA 1 (t=l,2,3), 

A1+tA1 (t=l, 2), A1+A1+A1; A2@A1+A1@l(+l@A1) (n=4), A2@A1+ 
Ai*>@l( + l@A 1)(n=5), A2@A1 +At@l + l@T(n=5) with T=2A 1,A 1 +A 1; 
A2@A1+Ai*>@l (n=6, 7), A2@A1+At@l+I@A 1 (n=7), A2@A1+At@I 
(n=9). 

( 8) G=SL 4 XSL 5, p=A 2@A1+A 1@l + l@At. 
( 9) G=SL 5 XSL 9, p=A 2@A1+A 1@l+l@At. 
(10) G=Spn X SLm, (a) m=even, p=A 1@Ai( +T( + l@(Ai*> +Ai*l))) 

with T=A 1@I, l@Ai*\ A1@A1+A 1@l+ l@Ai*>. (b) m=odd, p=A 1@A1+ 
l@Twith T=Ai*l, A2,p=A 1@A1+s+Twith S, T=A 1@l, 10Ai*l. p= 
A1@A1+Twith T=l@A 1+l@(A 1+A 1)'*l, l@(At+At+At). (c) m=2, 
p=A 1@11i+A 1@1+l@2A 1, A1®2A 1+l@A 1, (d) m=3, p=A 1@A1+l@ 
2A1, (e) m=5, p=A 1@A1+I@(A 2+At). 

(11) G=Spin 10 XSL2, p=A'®A 1+I®A 1. 

Now let us consider 2-simple P.V.'s of type II. 

Theorem 5.2. For any simple P.V. (GL/XG, p1E8· · -E8pr), one can 
obtain the following 2-simple P. V.'s of type II. 

(1) (GL/+'XGXSLn, (a1+-··+a,)@A 1+(p 1+···+p,)@l) for 
any representation a,+ · · · +a. of G and any natural number n satisfying 
n~dega 1+ ···+deg a,. 

(2) ( GL/ +t X G X SL(I:}-1 deg Pi+ t- 1 ), (p1 + · · · + pk)@A1 + (p1c+1 * 
t 

---------+ · · · +p,*)@l+l@(A 1+ · · · +A 1)) (l~k~r)for any tzO. 
(3) (GL/+ix GXSLm (p1 + · · · +pk)@A1+(P1c+1+ · · · +pr)@l+ 1 

t-1 

---------@(A1 + · · · + A1 + At) (1 <k <r) for any pair of natural numbers (t, n) 
satisfying t 2 1 and n :2'. t - l + deg p1 + · · · + deg P1c· 

Proof By Theorem 2.5 (resp. Theorem 2.7, Theorem 2.8), we have 
(1) (resp. (2), (3)). Q.E.D. 

A classification of 2-simple P.V.'s of type II is more difficult than 
that of type I because we have to classify 2-simple P.V.'s of type (GL/+s+t 

s t 

--------- ---------XS Lm X SLn, (Ai*)+ ... +Ai*l)@l+(Ai*l®Ai*)+ ... +Ai*l@Ai*))+ 
t 

--------- . l@(Ai*> + ... + Ai*l)) where Aj*l stands for the standard representat10n 
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Ai or its dual Ai*l, One can see after using some P.V.-equivalences that 
the most essential part is to investigate the prehomogeneity of (GL/+s+t X 

• k t ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. 
SLmXSLn, (A1+ • • • +Ai)®I+(Ai®A1+ • • • +Ai®Ai)+l®(At+ • • • + 
At)) with km>n>m>2 and t>l. Actually this was the most difficult 
part of a classification of 2-simple P.V.'s. Before stating the result, we 
need some definitions. 

Definition 5.3. Let R be the set of triplets (k, m, n) of natural num
bers satisfying k>2, n>m>2 and k+m 2 +n 2 >kmn+2. We define a 
map 7/f: R-.Z+ ={0, 1, 2, ... } by 1/f(k, m, n)=min {i; C(~O} where c_2 =n, 
c_i =m, ct=kct-i-ct_ 2 (i>O). Define a sequence {at} by a_1 = -1, a0 =0, 
at=kat_ 1-at-z and put bt=aJai+ 1 (i>O). 

Theorem 5.4 (See Theorem 4.13 in [K-K-T-11). A triplet (GL/+ s+t X 
• le t ,....-,---.. ,....-,-.. ,....-,---.. 

SLmXSLn, (Ai+•'• +Ai)®I+(Ai®Ai+ • • • +Ai®Ai)+ l®(At+ • • • + 
At)) (km>n>m>2, t>l) is a P.V. if and only if (k, m, n) e Rand s+kt 
<m-bin-t) wherej=1Jf(k, m, n). 

The basic idea of Theorem 5.4 is due to M. Inuzuka, and developed 
by T. Kimura. S. Kasai and M. Taguchi improved its proof. The scalar 
multiplications have a delicate role in our classification. For example, 
we have a following proposition due to T. Kimura and M. Taguchi. 

Proposition 5.5 (Theorem 4.18 in [K-K-T-11). The following condi
tions are equivalent. 

s-1 k ,....-,-.. ,....-,---.. 
(1) (GL/+•+txSLmXSLno (At+Ai+ · · · +Ai)®l+(A 1®Ai+ · · · + 

t-1 ,....-,---.. 
Ai®Ai)+l®(At+A 1+ · · · +A 1) (s>l, t>l, km>n>m) is a P.V. 

lc+s-2 k ,....-,-.. ,....-,---.. 
(2) (GLm-iXGLn-i, (A1+ ... +A1)®l+(Ai®Ai+ ... +A1®A1)+ 

lc+t-2 ,....-,---.. 
l®(A1 + · · · + t11)) is a P. V. 

From the classification of 2-simple P.V.'s of type I, we can prove 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.6 (M. Inuzuka and T. Kimura). Let Gi and G2 be simple 
algebraic groups. Assume that (G1 x G2, p, V) is a non-irreducible P. V. 
which contains a non-trivial P. V. as an irreducible component. Then it 
must be one of the following P. V.'s. 

(1) (SpnXSL2m+i, Ai®A 1+l®At) (n>m). 
(2) (SpnXSL2m+u A1®A 1 +l®A 2) (n>m:2:::2). 
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Moreover, they have in.finitely many orbits. 

Proof If (G1 X G2, p, V) is a P.V., then (GL1k X G1 X G2, p( =p/B · · · 
EBpk), V) is a 2-simple P.V. of type I without any relative invariant and 
hence we obtain (1) and (2) from Theorem 5.1 by checking their generic 
isotropy subalgebras. It is easy to prove that (l) and (2) are actually 
P.V.'s. By Proposition 1.4 in [K-K-Y], if (1) and (2) are F.P.'s, then 
(SPn X SL2m+1, A10A1 + 10A 1) and (Spn X SL2m+i, Ai<Z>A1 + l0At) are also 
F.P.'s. But they are not P.V.'s, i.e., a contradiction. Q.E.D. 

§ 6. A classification of reductive P.V.'s with finitely many orbits 

A triplet (G, p, V) such that V decomposes into a finitely many G
orbits must be clearly a P.V. However the converse is not true in general. 
Actually since this condition is very strong, we can classify all such P.V.'s 
under the assumption that G is reductive without assuming the irreduci
bility of p ([K-K-Y]). A P.V. with a finitely many orbits is called a.finite 
P. V. (abbrev F.P.). 

Lemma 6.1 (cf. p. 148 in [S-K]). If (HX GLn, p@A1, V(8)Qn) (m= 
dim V>n>l) is a F.P., then (HXGLk, p0A 1, V(8)Qk) is also a F.P.for 
any k~n. 

Proof We identify V(8)Qn with Mm,n· Define a map ,Jr of Mm,n to 
the set T= U;=0 Grassr(V) by ,y(v)=the vector subspace of Vspanned 
by column vectors of u. Since GLn acts on each fibre transitively, there 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the orbits of (H X GLn, p(8)A1, 
Mm,n) and the H-orbits in T. Hence U ~=o Grassr (V) has a finitely many 
H-orbits. This implies our assertion. Q.E.D. 

As an example, we prove that a castling transform (SL 2 X GL3, 3A1(8) 
A1, V(4)(8) V(3)) of (GL2, 3A1, V(4)) has infinitely many orbits. If it is a 
F.P., then (SL2 XGL 2, 3A1(8)A1, V(4)0V(2)) must be a F.P. by Lemma 6.1. 
Since dim SL2 XGL 2 =7<dim V(4)(8)V(2)=8, it cannot be a P.V. by 
Lemma 3.1. This is a contradiction. 

Proposition 6.2. An irreducible P. V. (GL1 X G1 X · · · X Gk, P10 · · · 0 
pk, V(d1)(8) · · -0V(dk)) (d1 ~ • • -dk>2) with k>4 has in.finitely many orbits. 

Proof If it is a F.P., (GL1 X SL(d 1) X SL(d 2) X SL(d,) X SL(d 4 • • -dk), 
A1(8)A1(8)A1(8)A1) must be also a F.P. Applying Lemma 6.1 several times, 
we see that (GL 1 X SL 2 X SL 2 X SL 2 X SL 2, Ai<Z>Ai<Z>Ai<Z>A1, V(2)0 V(2)0 
V(2)(8)V(2)) is also a F.P. However since dim GL1 XSL 2 XSL 2 XSL 2 X 
SL 2= 13 < 16, it cannot be even a P.V., i.e., a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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By this way, T. Kimura determined all irreducible F.P.'s ([Kimura l], 
also partly in [S-K]). V.G. Kac has also determined all irreducible F.P.'s 
independently ([Kac 1], [Kac 2]). 

Theorem 6.3 (A classification of irreducible F.P.'s). 
(I) An irreducible trivial P.V. (HXGLn, p®A,, Mm,n) (m<n) is a 

F.P. if and only if(H, p) is one of(SLm, A 1), (SOm, A 1), (Spm,, A1) (m=2m'). 
(2) ((GL, X )SL 2m+i X SL 2, (A1®)A 2®A 1, V(m(2m+ 1))® V(2)) (m~2) 

is a F.P. if and only if m=2, 3. 
(3) Under above restriction (1) and (2), all irreducible F.P.'s are given 

in the list of Theorem 3.3. Note that property to be a F.P. is not invariant 
under castling transformations as we saw above. 

Also, in [Kac 3], V.G. Kac has completed the classification of F.P.'s 
when each irreducible component is (GLn X GLm, A 1®A 1, V(n)® V(m)) 
which is the development of the results of P. Gabriel ([G]). T. Kimura 
classified simple F.P.'s. 

Theorem6.4([K-K-Y]). AllsimpleF.P.'s(GL/XG,p(=plB· · ·EBpk)) 
are given as follows. 

(1) G=SLn, p=A,EBA{*l(EBA,), A2EBAi*l(EBAfl), 2A1EBA{*l, AaEBA{*) 
(n=6, 7). 

(2) G=SPn, p=A 1EBAi(EBA1), A2EBA1 (n=2), A3EBA, (n=3). 
(3) G=Spinn, p=the spin rep. EB the vector rep. (n=7), a half-spin 

rep. EB the vector rep. (n=8, 10, 12). 

Now we denote a triplet (GX G', A®A', V® V') by a diagram 
G A A' G' n A A' G' 
c----o. If G = GLn or SLn, we simply write o---<>. Moreover, if 

n A' G' Sp A' G' 
A= A, (also for Spn), we write o----o (resp. on ). Any 
diagram should be assumed that on each irreducible component, the 
scalar multiplications act independently. Now the key point of the clas
sification of the general case is the following "Basic Theorem" due to 
T. Kimura. 

Theorem 6.5 (Basic Theorem). Let If_!__':; (m>2) be a F.P. such 
lpHpl Hp m a G 

that 0-0-0 is not a F.P. If 0--0------0 is a F.P., it must be 
one of the following type. 

Hp m 
(1) 0--0--0-----0 

Hp m Spn 
(2) 0--0--0-----0--0 (n~2) 

Hp m n A2 1 
(3) 0--0--0-----0--0 (n>4) 

Hp m 2 Spn 
( 4) 0--0--0- - - --0--0--0--0 
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. . Hp 2 1 • 
Moreover, ifm=2 and 0--0--0 is a F.P., then (1)-(4) are actually 
F.P.'s. 

We can apply the basic theorem to all irreducible F.P.'s except (SLn 
X GLm, A 1@A 1), (Spn X GLm, A 1@A1) and (GLn, A2). 0. Yasukura investi
gated F.P.'s with these irreducible components. S. Kasai did a lot of 
calculation for orbital decompositions to prove the finiteness of the num
ber of orbits ([Kasai]). 

§ 7. Some generalization of castling transformations and a classification of 
certain P.V.'s (Y. Teranishi's result) 

Let d1, • • ·, d, be positive integers and put n = d1 + · .. + d,. We 
denote by GL(d1, • • ·, d,) the parabolic subgroup of GLn consisting of all 
matrices of the form 

(
gll gl2 • • • g Ir) 

g= 0 g22 

0 • • • • • 0 g,r 

Now let p be a rational representation of a connected linear algebraic 
group G on V =!Jm. Define representations Pi, Pz, pf, pf of GX 
GL(di, · · ·, d,) on Mm,n by pi(g, a)x=p(g)xa-i, pz(g, a)x=p(g)xta, 
pf(g, a)x=tp(g)-ixta, p;(g, a)x=tp(g)-ixa-i respectively for g e G, a e 
GL(d 1, • • ·, dr)and x e Mm,n• Clearly (GXGL(di, · · ·, d,), Pi, Mm,n)==. 
(GXGL(d,, ··-,di), p2,Mm,n) and (GXGL(di, · · ·,dr), pf, Mm,n)==.(GX 
GL(dr, ••·,di), pt, Mm,n>• 

Proposition 7.1 ([Tl]). For m >n, the following conditions are equiva-
lent. 

(1) (GXGL(di, · · ·, d,), Pi, Mm,n) is a P.V. 
(2) (GX GL(m-n, d" · · ·, d2), pf, Mm,m-d.) is a P. V. 

When r= 1, then GL(d 1, • • ·, d,)=GLn, GL(m-n, d" · · ·, d2)= 
GLm-n• Mm,m-di = Mm,m-n and we obtain Theorem 2.7. Hence Proposition 
7 .1 is a some generalization of a castling transformation. 

Proposition 7.2 ([Tl]). Let G be a connected linear semisimple algebra
ic group, Bn the group of all n X n upper triangular matrices, p an irreducible 
n-dimensional rational representation of G. Then a triplet (GXBn, Pi, Mn) 
is a P. V. if and only if (G, p)=(SLn, A 1), (Spm, A 1) (n=2m), (SOn, Ai). 

Remark 7.3. Y. Yeranishi ([Tl] [T2]) investigated P.V.'s in Propo
sition 7 .2 in detail. 
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§ 8. A classification of certain reductuve P.V.'s (M. Sato's unpublished 
result I) 

Let V be a d-dimensional vector space over Q and G a connected 
reductive subgroup of GL(V). Then we have V= V1EB· · -EBVm with 
d,=dim V, and d=d 1+ · · · +dm where G acts on each v. irreducibly 
(1 <i<m). By a remark above Lemma 3.2, we have Vµ= Vµ,® · · ·® 
Vµkµ with dµ,=dim Vµ, and dµ=dµ1 • • -dµkJkµ>O, µ= I, · · ·, m; 2<dµ, < 
d11(=0)) where some simple component of G acts on Vµ. irreducibly. 
Now let G0 be a connected semisimple subgroup of SLn. In this situation, 
let us consider ( G0 X G, Qn® V). 

Theorem 8.1 (M. Sato). Assume that ( G0 X G, Qn® V) is a P. V. Then 
we have the following assertions. 

( i) If o<n<d-o, then we have k 1<2. 
(ii) If o<n-:s;.2d-o-1 and dim G0 -:s;. ½n(n+ I), then we have k 1 -:s;.2. 
(iii) If o<n<2d-o+ I and dim G0 ~ ½n(n-1), then we have k 1 <2. 

Proof By Lemma 3.1, we have dim G0 +dim G>-dim (Qn® V)=nd. 
Since n2-l>dimG 0 (resp. fn(n+l)>dimG 0, ½n(n-1)2:::dimG 0) in (i) 
(resp. (ii), (iii)), we have dim G>n(d-n)+ I (resp. ½ n(2d-1-n), 
½n(2d+ 1-n)). In general, we have x(a-x)>xo(a-x 0) for x0 <x-:s;.a-x 0 

since x(a-x)-xo(a-x 0)=(x-x 0)(a-x 0-x)>O. Hence we have dim G> 
o(d-o)+ I (resp. dim G>-½o(2d+ 1-o)) in (i) (resp. (ii) (iii)). Let Gµ be 
the image of G-+GL(Vµ). Since G-+G1 X · · · X Gm is injective, we have 
dim G<dim G1+ ···+dim Gm. Hence we have N 1+N 2+ ···+Nm <O 
for (i) and Nt+N 2 + ···+Nm <Ofor (ii), (iii) withN 1 = -dim G1+o(d 1-o) 
+I, Nµ=-dimGµ+odµ (2<µ-:s;.m) and Nt=-dimG 1+o(d 1-o)+ 
fo(o+I). Since N1 > N(> Nu we have N 1+N 2+ · · · +Nm-:s;.o also for 
(ii), (iii). We shall show that Nµ>-0 (2<µ<m). When kµ=O, then 
dimGµ=I, dµ=I and Nµ=-l+o>-O. When kµ>-1, we may assume 
2<dµ, <dµ1 without loss of generality. Since dim Gµ < I +(dµ/-1)+ ... 
+(dµk/-1)<1+kµ·(dµ 12-I) and dµ>-dµ1 ·2kr1, we have Nµ=-dimGµ 
+adµ> -1- kµ·(dµ12 - I)+ dµ/·2kr 1 = (2kr 1 -kµ) ·dµ12 + kµ-1. Since 
2k-1-k>Oforanyk>I, wehaveNµ>-0(2<µ-:s;.m). Now N1+N 2 + · · · + 
Nm <O implies O> N 1= -dim G1+o(d 1-o)+I >-ki(o 2 -l)+o 2(2k•-1 - I) 
=(2k•- 1-l-k 1)02 +k 1• Thus we have 2k•-1-l-k 1<0 and hence k 1<2. 

Q.E.D. 

Now we shall classify all P.V.'s (G0 x G, Qn®V) when k 1 =2. First 
we assume that, by the action of G, the scalar multiplications act on each 
V, independently (I <i<m). But as a result (Theorem 8.4), we will see 
that there is no P.V.'s without this assumption. 
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Lemma 8.2. Assume that k 1=2. Put N 1= -dim G1+o(d 1-o)+ 1 
and Nµ= -dim Gµ+odµ (2~µ'~,m). Then we have: 

(1) N 1=-2and(G 1, V1)=(SL 0 XGL 2, V(o)®V(2)). 
(2) O~Nµ~2, O~N 2+ · · · +Nm~2, O~kµ <2 and (Gµ, Vµ)=(GL 1 

XSL(dµ1)X · · · XSL(dµk), V(dµ1)®· · ·®V(dµ.))for 2~µ~m. 
(3) (G, V)=(G1, V1)EB·. ·EB(Gm, Vm), i.e, G=G1X ... XGm. 

Proof (I) Since G1cSL 0 XGL(d 12), we have N 1=-dimG 1+ 
o(d1-o)+ 1 ~ - (02 + di/- 1) + o(od12 - o) + 1 = 02(d12 - 2)- d1/ + 2. If 
d12?:.3, then N 1~0 2 -d 1/+2?:.2>0. Since O?:.N1 (See the proof of 
Theorem 8.1), it is a contradiction, and hence we have d12=2, dim G1< 
02 +3, and O~N 1= -dim G1+0 2 + 1, i.e. 02+3=dim SL 0 X GL2?:.dim G1~ 
02 + 1. There is no proper non-abelian simple subgroup of SLn with 
codimension at most 2, and hence we have G1 = SL 0 X GL2 and N 1 = -2. 

(2) In the proof of Theorem 8.1, we have O<Nµ (2<µ~m) and 
N 1+·· ·+Nm<O, i.e., N 2+· · ·+Nm~2. Now O<dimGL 1XSL(dµ 1)X 
· · · XSL(dµkµ)- dim Gµ~I + kµ·(dµ/- 1) + (Nµ - odµ12kr 1) ~(3-kµ) + 
dµ/(kµ-2kr 1) (=A). If kµ= I, then A=2. If kµ=2, then A= 1. If 
kµ~3, then O~A<O, i.e., a contradiction. Hence O~kµ~2 and A<2. 
Thus, as (1), we have Gµ=GL 1XSL(dµ 1)X · · · XSL(dµk)· 

(3) Since O~dim G1X · · · X Gm-dim G <dim G1+ ···+dim Gm
o(d1+ · · · +dm-o)-l=-(N 1+N2+ · · · +Nm)=2-(N 2+ · · · +Nm)~2, 
we have G=G 1X · · · XGm by the same reason as (1). Q.E.D. 

Lemma 8.3. We have only the following possibilities for 2~µ~m 
where N2+ · · · +Nm~2. 

( I ) Nµ = 2, (G1, V1) = (SL, X GL2, V(3) ® V(2)), 
(I-1) (Gµ, Vµ)=(GL 1, V(I)), (I-2) (Gµ, Vµ)=(GL 2, V(2)). 

(II) Nµ=l, (G1, V1)=(SL 2 XGL 2, V(2)®V(2)), 
(II-I) (Gµ, Vµ)=(GL 1, V(I)), (II-2) (Gµ, Vµ)=(SL 2XGL 2, V(2) 

®V(2)). 
(III) Nµ=O, (Gµ, Vµ)=(GL 0, V(o)). 

Proof We have O~kµ~2 by Lemma 8.2. If kµ=O, then Nµ= 
-dimGµ+odµ=o-1~2 and hence o=2, i.e. (II-1) or o=3, i.e., (I-1). 
If kµ= I, then Nµ= -d/+odµ=(o-dµ)dµ~2 and hence o=3, dµ=dµ 1 =2, 
i.e., (I-2) or o=dµ=dµ 1 i.e., (III). If kµ=2, then Nµ=(o-dµ 1)dµ+ 
(dµ2-2)dµ/+(dµ/-dµ/)+ I ~2, and hence o=dµ 1 =dµ 2=2, i.e., (II-2). 

Q.E.D. 

Since N2 + ···+Nm <2, we have only four possibilities (N2, ···,Nm) 
= (i) (0, ... , 0), (ii) (1, 0, ... , 0), (iii) (1, 1, 0, · · ·, 0), (iv) (2, 0, · · ·, 0). 
We shall check the prehomogeneity of each case. 
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(i) The case for (N2, • • ·, Nm)= (0, · · ·, 0). 

By Lemma 8.3, we have (G, V) = (GLaXSL 2, V(o)©V(2))EB(GLa, 
V(o))m-i_ Since dim G=ma2+3>n(d-n)+ 1 with d=(m+ l)o, we have 
2>(n-o)(mo-n) with o<n<mo. Thus we have (i-a) n=o or n=mo, or 
(i-b) m=2; o=2 with n=3 or o=3 with n=4, 5. In the case (i-a), we 
have dim G0>dim SLn-2 by Lemma 3.1, and hence G0 =SL,, (cf. the 
proof of (1) in Lemma 8.2). Hence, to check the prehomogeneity, we 
may assume that n=o since they are castling-equivalent. Then, by Theo
rem 2.5, the prehomogeneity of (G0 X G, Qn© V) reduces to that of an 
irreducible triplet (SL 8 X SL 8 X G~, A1©A 1©A 1). By Section 3, it is a 
regular P.V. for o=2, 3 and a non P.V. for o>4. In the case (i-b), we 
have also G0=SL,, similarly as (i-a). Hence, by a castling transformation, 
we may assume that n=o+I with o=2, 3. Ifwe denote by-a castling
equivalence, we have (G0 XG, Qn©V)=(SL(o+I)X(GL 8 XS~XGL 8), 

V(o+ I)©(V(o)©V(2)+ V(o)))-(SL(o+ l)X(GLaXS~XGL1), V(o+l)© 
(V(o)©V(2)+ V(I))-(SL 8 X(GL 8 XSL 2X GL1), V(o)©(V(o)©V(2)+ V(l)) 
=(GLaXSLaXGL2, A1©A 1©A 1+A 1©I©I) (o=2, 3). They are regular 
P.V.'s (cf. p. 99 in [S-K] for o=3 and (3) with n=4, m=2 in Theorem 5.1 
for o=2). Note that (SL2XSL2, A1©A1):=(SO4, A1)-

(ii) The case for (N2, • • ·, Nm)= (1, 0, · · ·, 0). 

By Lemma 8.3, we have o=2. In our case, dim G>n(d-n)+ 1 (cf. 
the proof of Theorem 8.1) implies that (n-2) (d-2-n)<l. Hence we 
have n=2 or n=d-2. Note that n=3 and d=6 is not a solution because 
dis odd or d-:?:.8. If n=2, we have G0 =SL 2. If n=d-2, dim G0+ 
dim G=dim G0+(2d-2)'?':.(d-2)dimplies dim G0>(d-2) 2-2 and hence 
G0=SL(d-2). By a castling transformation, we may assume that G0 = 
SL 2, and by Theorem 2.5, we may assume that m=2. When (G2, Vi)= 
(SL2 X GL2, V(2)© V(2)), it is not a P.V. Because GL2-part of a generic 
isotropy subgroup of (SL2XSL2XGL2, A1©A1©A1)=(SO 4XGL2, A1©A 1) 

is 0 2 (p. 100 in [S-K]) and hence the prehomogeneity implies that of 
(GL/ X SO0 A1EBA1), which is a non P.V. (Theorem 4.2). When (G2, Vi) 
=(GLi, V(I)) i.e. (II-1), it is a regular P.V. since (GL1 X SO2, A,) is a P.V. 
with a reductive generic isotropy subgroup. 

(iii) The case for (N2, • • ·, Nm)=(l, 1, 0, · · ·, 0) with m'?':.3. 

Similarly as before, we have (n-2) (d-2-n)<I and hence n=2 or 
d-2. We have G0=SLn and hence we may assume that n=2 and m=3. 
If one of (Gµ, Vµ) (µ=2, 3) is (II-2) (SL 2 X GL2; V(2)© V(2)), it is not a 
P.V. by (ii). Hence (Gµ, Vµ)=(GL 1, V(l)) (µ=2, 3). But it is not a P.V. 
either. Because the projection to Lie (G0) of a generic isotropy subalgebra 
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of (G0 X G1 X G2, V0®(V 1 + Vi)) is {O}, its prehomogeneity implies that of 
(GL 1, V(2)), which is a contradiction. 

(iv) Thecasefor(N 2, ···,Nm,)=(2,0, ···,O). 

Jn this case, we have o=3 by Lemma 8.3. Similarly as above, we 
have (n-3) (d-3-n)<0 (3<n~d-3) and hence n=3 or d-3. We 
have G0=SLn in this case by dimension reason, and hence we may assume 
n=3, and m=2. Also we may assume that (G2, V2)=(GL 1, V(l)) by a 
castling transformation. In this case, as we saw in (i), it is a regular P.V. 

Thus we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 8.4 (M. Sato). Assume that (G0 xG, Qn®V) is a P.V. with 
o-:s;.n<d-o and k 1=2 (cf Theorem 8.1). Then it is one of the following 
regular P. V.'s. 

(1) (SLnX((GLaX SL2)X GL8m- 1), Qn®(V(o)®V(2)+ V(o)m-1)) (mz. 
1; n=o or d-o; o=2, 3). 

(2) (SLnX((GL 8 XSL 2)XGL 8), Qn®(V(o)®V(2)+ V(o))) (o=2, n= 
3;~o=3, n=4, 5). 

(3) (SLnX((GLsXSL2)X GLkX GLsm-2), Qn®(V(3)®V(2)+ V(k)+ 
V(3)m-2)) (m>2; n=3 or d-3: k=l or 2). 

(4) (SL,,.X((GL2XSL2)XGL1XGL2m-2), Qn®(V(2)®V(2)+ V(l)+ 
vc2r-2)) (m>2; n=2 or d-2). 

Remark. Although Q"'= V(n), we use Qn as a representation space 
of G0 to distinguish from that of G. 

§:9. Prehomogeneity of some reductive triplets 

The starting point to prove Theorem 5.4 was to show that a triplet 
k ,-,.......... 

(GL1,.XSLmXSLn, A1®A 1+ · · · +A 1®A 1) (m-=/=n) is a P.V. if and only if 
dim Gz.dim V, i.e., k+m 2 +n 2>kmn+2, and when dim G>dim V, it is 
transformed to a trivial P.V. by j-times castling transformations where 
j='lJ! (k, m, n) in Definition 5.3 (Theorem 4.5 in [K-K-T-1]). With this in 

t ,-,.......... 
mind, we shall consider the triplet (GL1,.x SLm1 X · · · X SLm,, (A1® · · ·®A 1) 

k t ,-,.......... ,-,.......... 
+ · · · +(A 1®· · ·®A 1)) with m1> · · · z.m,~2, kz.2 and t>3. If m1> 
km 2 •• -m,, then it is clearly a trivial P.V. Hence we shall investigate its 
prehomogeneity when km 2· · -m,>m 1 (>m 2). If it is a P.V., we have 
dimGz.dim Vby Lemma3.1 andhencewehave/(m 1)>0where/(x)=x2-
(km2· · -m,)x+(ml+ · · · +m/+k-t). Its discriminant D=(km 2·. ·mt)2 

-4(ml+ · · · +m/+k-t) is positive because D=(k 2 -4)mz2·. -m/+4t 
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-4k+4(m/·. -m/-m/- ... -m/) ?::.16(k2-4)+ 12-4k+ 4(4t- 2mz2-
(t-l)mz2)>4{k(4k-l)-13}+ 16(4i-2 -t)+ 16>4+ 16+ 16>0. We shall 
show that m1>½{(km 2 - • ·me)+v'D}. For this purpose, it is enough to 
show ½ { (km2 • • • me) -.JD}< m2 ( < m1). L.H.S. = { (km 2 • • • me)2 - D}/ 
{2(km2 - ·•me+ .JD)}= 2(mz2 + · · · + m/ + k - t)/(km 2 • ·-mt+ .JD)S:,, 
2{(t-l)mz2+k-t}/2i- 2km2 <m 2 if and only if (A=)(2i- 3k-t+l)m 22+ 
t-k>0. However we have A>4(2t- 3k-t)+4+t-k=(2t- 1-l)k-3t 
+4>2t-3t+2>0. 

Lemma 9.1. If dim G> dim V and km 2 • • ·mt> m1 with t > 3, then we 
have (mi=)km 2 • • ·me-m 1<m 2• 

Proof Assume that mi?::.m2• Then we have km 2 • • ·me-m 2>m 1> 
½{(km2 - • -mi)+.JD}, i.e., km 2 • • ·mt-2m 2>.JD. Hence we have mz2+ 
(m22 + · · · +m/+k-t)?::.m/(km 3 ···me)- Since m2> · · · >me>2, we have 
tm/+k-t ?::.2t-z -km/ i.e., 0>(2t- 2k-t)m/-k+ t >4(2t- 2k-t)-k+t 
=(2t-l)k-3t>2i+ 1-3t-2>0 for t>3, which is a contradiction, and 
hence mi <m 2• Q.E.D. 

Theorem 9.2 (T. Kimura). Let (G, p, V) be a triplet such that G= 
t k t ,.......,__.. ,.......,__.. ,.......,__.. 

GL/XSLm,X • "• XSLm,, p=(A1Q9· • ·Q9A1)+ • • • +(A1Q9· • ·Q9Ai), V= 
k ,.......,__.. 

V(m1 · · ·me)ffi · · ·E8V(m1 · · ·m,) with m1> · · · >mt>2, t>3 and k>2. 
(1) If dim G>dim V, then it is castling-equivalent to a trivial P. V. 
(2) If dim G = dim V and k > 3, it is castling-equivalent to a regular 

k ,.......,__.. 
simple P.V. (GL/XSLk-1, A1E8· · ·E8A1, Mk-1,k). 

(3) If dim G=dim V and k=2 (such as m1=7, m2 =m 3 =2, t=3), it 
is not a P.V. 

Proof First note. that the number k and dim G- dim V are invariant 
under castling transformations. We denote this (G, p, V) by T(m 1, ••• , 

me) with m1> · · · >me>2. (1) If it is not a trivial P.V., it is castling
equivalent to some T(n1, · · ·, n,) with n1 =m 2 >n 2 > · · · >n, and t>s by 
Lemma 9.1. Ifs <2, it is castling-equivalent to a trivial P.V. (cf. Theorem 
4.5 in [K-K-T-I]). If it is not a trivial P.V. with s2'.:3, we can use Lemma 
9.1 again. Repeating this procedure, finally we obtain our result. Note 
that T(m 1, m2) with dim G >dim V implies m1 =/=m2• (2) (3) First we show 
that T(m 1, · · ·, m1)(m1 > · · · >me> 2, t > 2) with dim G= dim V cannot be 
a trivial P.V. In fact, if m1>km 2 - • ·me and k-t+m/+ · · · +m/=km 1 
···me (<m/), we have 4(t-l)<(t-l)m/<m 22+ ... +m/S:,,t-k<t-2, 
i.e., 3t::;;:2, which is a contradiction. Hence, by Lemma 9.1, it is castling-
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equivalent to T(m 1, ···,mt) with t<2. T(m 1, m2) with dim G=dim Vand 
k>3 implies m1=/=m2 and hence, by Theorem 4.5 in [K-K-T-1], we have (2). 
T(m 1, m2) with dim G=dim V and k=2 implies m1=m 2, which is not a 
P.V. If dim G=dim V and k=2, only (GL/, V(l)2) is a P.V. which is not 
castling-equivalent to any T(m 1, · · ·, mt) with t > 3. Q.E.D. 

t ,....-,-.. 
Proposition 9.3. A triplet (GL/XSLm 1 X · · · XSLm,, A&9· · ·@A1+ 

t-1 ,....-,-.. 
At@AI*'@ · · ·@AI*', V(m1 · · · mt)Ee V'(m1 · · · mz)) with mi> · · · >mt> 2 
and t>-2, is not a P. V. 

Proof Assume that it is a P.V. If 2m2 · · · mt >mi, then we have 
2m2·. -m1 -mi<m 2 by Lemma 9.1 (t>3), which is concerning only the 
dimensions of the representation spaces. Hence mi>2m 2· · ·mt-m 2>m 2 
· · · m1• In any case, we have mi> m2 · · · mt. By Theorem 2.8, (GLi X SLm. 

t-1 t-1 ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. 
X · · · X SLm,• (Ai®· · · @Ai)®(AI*'@ · · · @AI*')) must be a P.V. and hence 
l+(m/-1)+ · · ·+(mz2-l)>(m 2 • • ,mt)2. Thus we have (t-l)mz2-
(t-2)>m22.4t-2, i.e. O>t-2+m/(4t- 2-t+l)>O (t>3), which is a con
tradiction. When t =2, it is known (cf. § 5). Q.E.D. 

Theorem 9.4 (T. Kimura). Assume that (GLikXSLm 1 X · · · XSLm,, 
t k t ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. 

AI*'@· · ·@Ai*'+ · · ·+Ai*'@· · · ®Ai*') (k> 2, t > 3) is a P. V. Then it 
is castling-equivalent to one of (1) a trivial P. V. (2) (GL/ X SL(k-1), 

k k-1 ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. 
AiEe· · ·E0Ai) (3) (GLikXSLm, AiEe· · -E0AiE0At) (k-1 <m). 

t t ,....-,-.. ,........,_,. 
Proof We may assume that p=Ai®· · ·®Ai+Ai*'@· · ·®Ai*' 

k-1 t ,--,,-.. ,....-,-.. 
+ · · · +Ai*'@ · · · ®Ai*' with mi>- · · · >mt> 2. If one of Af *' for SLm1 

t-1 ,....-,-.. 
is At, then it is not a P.V. by Proposition 9.3, i.e., p=Ai®(Ai® · · -@A1 

t-1 k-1 t-1 ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. 
+Ai*'@ . . ·@AI*'+ ... + AI*'@· · · @Af*'). If it is not trivial P.V., then 
by Lemma 9.1, it is castling-equivalent to (GL1"'xSLm,X · · · XSLm,, Ai*' 

t k t ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. ,....-,-.. 
0 ···®Ai*'+··· +Ai*'@·· -®Ai*') with m2=mi> · · · >m;> 1. Hence 
if m~>2, we may assume that any Af*' for SLm1=SLm 2 is Ai by Proposi
tion 9.3. Repeating this procedure, we have our result by Theorem 9.2. 

k ,....-,-.. 
Note that (GL/XSLm, A1Ee · · ·E0A1) (m>k) is a trivial P.V. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 9.5. In Theorems 9.2 and 9.4, the case fork= 1 (resp. t= 1, 
t=2) has been treated as an irreducible P.V. (resp. a simple P.V., a 2-
simple P.V.). 

Now recall that ((GLm1 X · ·• X GLmk) X GLn, (V(m1)E8 · · · E8 V(mk))(8) 
V(n)) is a F.P. (and hence P.V. See Section 6) for any m1, · · ·, mk, n with 
1 ~k<3 ([G], [Kac 3], [K-K-Y]). We shall study when k=4. First we 
shall prove the following Theorem. 

Theorem 9.6. ((GLm, X GLm,) X (GLn, X GLn,), (V(m1) E8 V(m 2)) (8) 
(V(n 1)E8V(n 2))) is a P. V. if and only if m 1+m 2-=1=n1+n 2• 

Proof If m 1+m 2-=1=n1+n 2, we may assume that m 1+m 2 <n 1+n 2• If 
m1+m 2<n 1 or m 1+m 2<n 2, it is a P.V. by Theorem 2.5 and the above 
result. If m 1 +m 2>nt (i= I, 2), it is castling-equivalent to ((GLm1 X GLm,) 
X(GLnfXGLn,), (V(m 1)E8V(m 2))(8)(V(nDE8V(n;))) with ni+n;<m 1+m 2 
where n:=m 1+m 2 -nt (i= 1, 2). Repeating this procedure, we have our 
result for m 1+m 2-=1=n1+n 2. To prove the case m 1+m 2=n 1+n 2, first we 
prove two lemmas. 

Lemma 9.7. ((GLmX GLn)X (GLmX GLn), (V(m)E8V(n))(8)(V(m)E8 
V(n))) is not a P. V. 

Proof For m<n; Ai, A2 E GLm; B1, B2 E GLn; XE Mm, y E Mn, 
z E Mm,n and WE Mn,m, the prehomogeneity of (X, Y, z, W)-(A1XtA2, 
B1YtB 2, A 1ZtB 2, B1WtA2)reduces to that of(Z, W)-(A 1ztB 1- 1, B1- 1WA1- 1) 
which is not a P.V. since it has a non-constant absolute invariant det (ZW) 
(cf. Theorem 1.2). 

Lemma 9.8. ((GLmX GLm)X(GLn,X GLn,),(p= )A1(8)l(8)(A1(8)l + 1(8) 
A1)+ l(8)A1(8)(.Af(8)l + 1(8)Af)) (m~n 1, n2) is not a P. V. 

Proof For g=(A, A', B1, B2) e GLmX GLmX GLn,X GLn, and x= 
(X, Y, Z, W) e Mm,n,E8Mm,n,E8Mm,n,E8Mm,n,, we have p(g)x=(AXtBi, 
AYtB 2, A'ZB 1-1, A'WB 2- 1) and hencef(x)=det(xiz)/det(ytW) is a non
constant absolute invariant. Q.E.D. for Lemma 9.8. 

Now we shall prove Theorem 9.6 for m1+m 2=n 1+n 2. We may as
sume that m 1 <m 2 and n1 <n 2• If m1 =ni, then m2=n 2, and hence it reduces 
to Lemma 9.7. Ifm 1<n 1<n 2 <m 2, since (n1+n 2)-m 2=m 1, it reduces to 
Lemma 9.8 by a castling transformation. Q.E.D. for Theorem 9.6. 

Corollary 9.9. For any algebraic group G, a triplet (G, (a1+· ··+a,) 
(8)(!'1+ · · · +!'i), (V(m1)E8· · ·E8V(m,))(8)(V(n1)E8· · -E8V(ne))) with m1+ 
· · · +m,=n 1+ · · · +n, (s>2, t>2) is not a P.V. 
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Proof Ifitis P.V., then ((GL(m 1)XGL(m 2+· · ·+ms))X(GL(n 1)X 
GL(n2 + · · · +ni)), (V(m 1)EBV(m2 + · · · +ms))@(V(n 1)EBV(n2 + · · · +ni))) 
(m1+(m 2 + · · · +ms)=n 1+(n 2 + · · · +ni)) must be a P.V., which is a 
contradiction. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 9.10. ((GLm1 X GLm, X GLms X GLm,) X GLn, (V(m 1)EB V(m2) 

EBV(ms)EBV(m,))@V(n)) is a P. V. if and only ifm 1 +m 2 +m.+m,=;t=2n or 
n;;;;;max{mJ 

Proof Assume that m1+m 2 +m.+m 4 =2n with n>m 1?_m2 ~m 3> 
m4• Then we have mi+m~=m 3 +m,:Sn with mi=n-mi and it is castling
equivalent to ((GLmfXGLm~)X(GLm.XGLm,)XGL(n), (V(mD+ V(mm@ 
V(n)* + (V(m 3)+ V(m4))@V(n)), which is P.V.-equivalent to ((GLm, X GLm) 
X (GLm. X GLm,), (V(mi)+ V(m~))@(V(n3)ffi V(n,))) by Theorem 2.8, which 
is not a P.V. by Theorem 9.6. If some mi"'?.n, it reduces to the case k=3 
by Theorem 2.5 and hence it is a P.V. Now assume that m1 +m 2 +ms+ 
m4 =;t=2n and n>max{mi}. If n~m 1+m 2 +m.+m 4, it is a trivial P.V., 
and if m1+m 2 +m.+m.>n, we may assume that m1+m 2 +m.+m 4 >2n 
by a castling transformation. Put mi=n-mi (1 :::;;,i ;;;;;4). Then we have 
mi+··· +m~=4n-(m 1+ · · · +m.)<4n-2n=2n<m 1+ · · -+m 4, and it 
is castling-equivalent to ((GLm, X · · · X GLm.) X GLn, (V(mD+ · · · + 
V(m~))@V(n)). If mi+··· +m~:::;;,n, it is a trivial P.V. If mi+···+ 
m~>n, we have n>n'=mi+···+m~-n and mi+···+m~>2n'. 
Repeating this procedure, we have our result. Q.E.D. 

§ 10. P.V.'s of associative algebras (M. Sato's unpublished result II) 

First we recall the definition of quasi-regularity of P.V.'s. Let 
(G, p, V) be a P.V. with the Zariski-dense orbit Y= V-S. Let G1 be a 
subgroup of G generated by the commutator subgroup [G, G] and a 
generic isotropy subgroup G x (x E Y). This does not depend on a choice 
of a generic point x, and a rational character X of G corresponds to some 
relative invariant if and only if it annihilates G1 and the rank N of the 
character group of G/G1 coincides with the number of basic invariants. 
Let g (resp. g1) be the algebra of G (resp. G1) and g* the dual vector space 
of g. Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 10.1 (Lemma 1.1 in [S-K-K-O]). For w E g*, there exists a 
rational map 1/f,.: Y-+V* satisfying (I) 1Jf,.(p(g)X)==p*(g)1Jf,.(x)for g E G, 
x E Y, (2) <1Jf Jx), dp(A)x)=w(A) for all x E Y and A E g if and only if 
w(g1)=0. 

Definition 10.2. A P.V. (G, p, V) is called quasi-regular if there exists 
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w e (g/g 1)* such that 7/f.,: Y- V* is dominant. If there exists a rational 
character X corresponding to a relative invariant/ such that 7f!0x = grad log/ 
is dominant (i.e., f =non-degenerate), we say that (G, p, V) is regular. 
Hence regularity implies quasi-regularity. As we shall see, the converse 
is not true. However if G is reductive, it is equivalent. 

Definition 10.3. Let d be a finite-dimensional associative algebra 
over C with the identity 1, and .91x the multiplicative group of all inver
tible elements ind. Then G=dx acts on V=d by p(a)b=ab for a E G, 
b e V. Clearly the triplet (G, p, V) is a P.V. which is called the P. V. of 
the associative algebra d. Let d* be the dual vector space of d. Then 
d* becomes bi-d-module by (axb, y)=(x, bya) for a, x, bed and 
ye.sd*. 

Definition 10.4. We call d a Frobenius algebra when there exists an 
isomorphism 7/f: d--+d* satisfying 7Jf(ab)=a7Jf(b) for all a, bed. This 
map 7/f induces the adjoint map 7/f*: (d*)*=d--+d*. We call d a 
symmetric algebra if there exists 7/f satisfying 7/f = 7/f* and 7/f(ab) = a7Jf (b) 
for all a, bed. Ifwe put B(a, b)=(a, 7/f(b)) and Yo= 7/f(l), then we have 
B(a, b)=(ab,y 0). Hence d is a Frobenius (resp. symmetric) algebra if 
and only if there exists Yoe d* such that the bilinear form (ab, y0) on d 
is non-degenerate (resp. non-degenerate and symmetric). 

The remaining part of this section will be devoted to prove the fol-· 
lowing unpublished work of M. Sato around 1962. 

Theorem 10.5 (M. Sato). Let (G, p, V) be a P. V. of an associative 
algebra d. 

(1) The dual triplet (G, p*, V*) is a P. V. if and only if d is a 
Frobenius algebra. 

(2) The triplet (G, p, V) is a quasi-reqular P. V. if and only if d is a 
symmetric algebra. 

(3) The triplet (G, p, V) is a regular P. V. if and only if d is a semi
simple algebra. 

To prove this theorem, we shall prove several lemmas. 

Lemma 10.6. d is a Frobenius algebra if and only if there exists an 
element Yo of d* satisfj,ing d*=dy 0• 

Proof Let d be a Frobenius algebra, and 7/f: d--+d* be a left.#
module isomorphism. Put y0=7Jf(l). Then we have d*=7Jf(d)=dy 0 

since ay0 = 7/f(a) for all a e d· Conversely, if d* = dy 0, then 7/f(a) = ay0 

(a e d) is a left .#-module surjective homomorphism. Since dim d = 
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dim d*, it is injective. 

Lemma 10.7. For Yo Ed*, we have d*=dy 0 if and only if d*= 

Proof We have B(a, a')= (a, a'y 0) = (a', Yoa) and this is non
degenerate if and only if det (B(ai, aJ)):;t=O where {a1, • ··,an} is a basis of 
dover C. Hence we have d*=dy 08B(a, a')=O for all a' e d implies 
a=08detB(ai, a))-=/=08B(a, a')=O for all a e d implies a'=08d*= 
Yod. Q.E.D. 

Now we ready to prove (1) of Theorem 10.5. Since p* is defined by 
(gx, p*(g)y)=(x, y) for all x e d and ye d*, we have (x, p*(g)y)= 
(g- 1x, y)=(x, yg- 1) for all x e d, i.e., p*(g)y=yg- 1 for ye d* and g e 
G=dx. Hence the dual triplet (G, p*, V*) is a P.V. if and only if there 
exists an element Yo in d* such that p*( G)y0 = y0dx is dense in V* = d*. 
Since y 0dx Cy 0d and dx is dense in d, y 0dx is dense in d*, if and 
only if y 0d=d*, i.e., dis a Frobenius algebra by Lemmas 10.6 and 10.7. 
This proves (1). 

As we have seen above, d is a Frobenius algebra if and only if 
B(a, a')=(aa', y0) (a, a' Ed) is non-degenerate for some Yoe d*. More
over, d is a symmetric algebra if and only if B is a non-degenerate sym
metric bilinear form for some y0• 

Let us prove (2) of Theorem 10.5. First assume that (G, p, V) is 
quasi-regular. Then by the definition and Lemma IO.I, there exists Yo in 
g*=d* and a dominant G-admissible rational map lff: V-S=dx--+ 
V*=d* satisfying (ax, lff(x))=(a, y0) for any a e g=d and x e V
S=dx. Moreover, by Lemma 10.1, we have (g 1, y0)=0 and hence 
(ab, y 0)=(ba, y0) for any a, be g=d. On the other hand, we have 
lff(l)=Yo because (a-1, lff(l))=(a, Yo) for all a Ed. This implies that 
lff(dx)=y 0dx is dense in d*, and hence y 0d=d*. Thus dis a sym
metric algebra. Conversely, assume that dis a symmetric algebra. Then 
there exists Yo in d* such that y 0d=d* and (ab, y0)=<ba, y0) for any 
a, b Ed. Define a map lff: dx--+d* by lff(g)=Yor 1 for g E dx. Then 
l[f is clearly G-admissible and dominant. By Lemma I 0.1, it is enough to 
show that <ax, lff(x))=(a, y0 ) for any x E V-S=dx and a e g=d. 
However, it is obvious since (ax, lff(x))=(ax, y0x- 1)=<x-1(ax), y0)= 
((ax)x-1, Yo)=<a, y0). This proves (2). 

Finally we shall prove (3) of Theorem 10.5. Assume that dis semi
simple. Then we have d=M(m 1, C)EB· · -EBM(mk, C) where M(mi, C) 
denotes the totality of mi X mt matrices over C. Let N (resp. Tr) be the 
norm (resp. trace) of d, i.e., N(a)=(deta 1r 1 - • -(detakr• (resp. Tr(a)= 
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m 1 tra 1+ · · · +mk trak) for a=(a 1, ···,a") Ed. We identify d and d* 
by the bilinear form Tr(ab). We have G=GL(m 1, C)X · · · XGL(mk, C) 
and S={a e d; N(a)=O}. For x e GL(n, C), we have grad log <let x= 
(grad <let x)/det x= 1x- 1 and hence, we see that grad log N(a) is dominant, 
i.e., the triplet (G, p, V) is a regular P.V. Conversely assume that d is 
not semi-simple and let El( :;t=O) be the radical of d. Then there exists 
a semi-simple subalgebra d 0 satisfying d = d 0Ef)El. Let g = g0 +n 0 

(g 0 E d 0, n0 E El) be invertible ind. Put g-'=g6+n6. Then 1 =g 0g6+n6'
Since 1 E d 0, we have n6'=0, g~=g 0-1, and hence g0+n 0 =go(I+g 0- 1n,). 
Put U = { 1 + n; n e El}. Since El is a nilpotent ideal, U is a uni potent 
group. Let f(x) be a relative invariant of (G, p, V) and X its character. 
Let x 0 be a generic point satisfying f(x 0)= 1. Then for x=gx 0 E V-S, 
we have f(x)=X(g). If g=g 0 +n 0 (g 0 E d 0, n0 E El) then g=g 0u (u= 1 + 
g0- 1n0 EU), and hence X(g)=X(g 0). Note that XI U=l since U is uni
potent. This implies that f(x) is function only on d 0 and hence Hess 
logf(x)=O, i.e., (G, p, V) is not regular. This proves (3) and this com
pletes the proof of Theorem 10.5. 

Let (G, p, V) be a P.V., and C[p(G)] the vector subspace of End (V) 
generated by p(G)(cGL(V)). We shall close this section by proving the 
following Remark due to T. Kimura. 

Remark 10.8. Let (G, p, V) be a P.V. such that pis faithful. Then 
it is a P.V. of some associative algebra d if and only if (1) a generic iso
tropy subgroup His the identity group, and (2) dim C[p( G)] = dim V. 

Proof If V=d, G=dx and p(a)b=ab for a, b Ed where dis an 
associative algebra, then a generic isotropy subgroup His the identity { 1} 
and C[dx]'.::'.d, and hence we have (1) and (2). Conversely, assume (1) 
and (2). Let x 0 be a generic point and define a map 1Jf: C[p( G)]-+ V by 
'/Jf(~ cip(gJ)= ~cip(gi)x 0 E V. Clearly it is surjective and hence an iso
morphism by the condition (2). Since C[p(G)] is an associative algebra, 
V has a structure of an associative algebra which we denote by d. Since 
C[p(G)Y is connected and dim C[p(G)Y =dim p(G), we have C[p(G)Y = 
p(G)'.::'.G, i.e., dx'.::'.G. Q.E.D. 

§ 11. A classification of regular irreducible P.V.'s with universally 
transitive open orbits (J. lgusa's result) 

Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let G be a connected linear 
k-split algebraic group, p: G-+GL(X) with X = Affn a k-homomorphism. 
Assume that ( G, p, X) is a regular irreducible P. V. In this case, the singular 
set S is an irreducible hypersurface and its complement Y is necessarily 
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k-open. Put G=p(G). The number £=.CiG, X)=\G(k)\Y(k)\ of G(k)
orbits in Y(k) is finite [(Serre)]. We say that Y is a universally transitive 
open orbit if £=\G(k)\Y(k)\=1 for all k satisfying H 1(k, Aut(SL 2)):;i:0, 
i.e., there exists a nonsplit quaternion k-algebra. This condition is satis
fied by every local field k other than C. 

Theorem 11.1 ([Igusa 2]). The number ,e = \ G(k)\ Y(k) \ is invariant 
under a castling transformation. 

By this theorem, it is enough to check the universal transitivity for 
all regular irreducible P.V.'s in Theorem 3.3 (Section 3). Using Galois 
cohomology, J. Igusa obtained the following result. 

Theorem 11.2 ([Igusa 1], [Igusa 2]). A regular irreducible P. V. has a 
universally transitive open orbit (, i.e., ,e = I) if and only if it is castling
equivalent to one of the following P. V.'s. 

(I) (HX GLm, p®Ai) where pis an m-dimensional irreducible repre-
sentation of H. 

(2) (GL2m, A2) 
(3) (Spn X GL2m, A1®A1) 
(4) (GL1 X SOm A1<5:9A1) where n is even and n~4. 
(5) (GL1 XSpin 1, A1®the spin rep.) 
(6) (GL1 XSpin 9, A1®the spin rep.) 
(7) (Spin 10 X GL2, a half-spin rep.®A 1) 
(8) (GL1 XE 6, A1®A 1) with deg(A 1)=27 for E6• 

Theorem 11.3 ([Igusa 2]). (1) If all octonion k-algebras split over k, 
e.g., if k is a p-adic field then not only P. V. 's in Theorem 11.2 but also ,e = 
\G(k)\Y(k)\= I for (GL1, A3, V(35)). (2) If k=R, we have CiG, X)= 1 if 
and only if all roots of the b-function of the reduced P. V.'s in the castling
equivalence classes of (G, X) are integers. 

Remark 11.4. For the b-function, see [S-K-K-O], [Kimura 4]. A 
P.V. (G, p, V) is called "reduced" if any castling transform (G', p', V') 
has a property that dim V'>dim V. Each castling-equivalence class con
tains the unique reduced P.V. in the irreducible case (See p. 39 in [S-K]). 

§ 12. Universal transitivity of simple P.V.'s and 2-simple P.V.'s 

T. Kimura, S. Kasai and H. Hosokawa proved the invariance of ,e 
(See Section 11) under various P.V.-equivalences (e.g. P.V.-equivalence in 
Theorem 2.8) and classified simple P.V.'s, 2-simple P.V.'s of type I, 2-
simple P.V.'s of type II with universally transitive open orbits respectively. 
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Theorem 12.1 ([K-K-H]). All non-irreducible simple P. V.'s with uni
versally transitive open orbits are given as follows. 

k 
~ 

(1) (GL/+ 1xSLn, AiEB· · -EBA1EBAi*') (1 <k<n, n>2) 
k 
~ 

(2) (GL1"+1xSLn, A2EBAi*'EB· · -EBAi*') (1 <k<3, n~4) except 
(GL/X SLn, A2EBA1EBA1EBAt) with n=odd. 

(3) (GL 12XSL 2m+1, A2EBA2) for m>2. 
(4) (GL/X SL5, A2EBA2EBAt). 

k 
~ 

(5) (GL/XSp,., A1EB· · ·EBA1) (k=2, 3). 
(6) (GL/XSpin,., a half-spin rep. EB the vector rep.) with n=S, 10. 
(7) (GL/ X Spin10, AEBA) where A= the even half-spin representation. 

Corollary 12.2. All non-irreducible regular simple P. V.'s with univer-
sally transitive open orbits are given as follows. 

(1) (GL/XSLn, A1EBAr). 
n 
~ 

(2) (GL/ X SLn, A1EB · · · EBA1)-
" ~ 

(3) (GL/+ 1 X SLn, A1EB · • · EBA1EBAf*>). 
(4) (GL/XSL2m, A2EBAf*>EBAi*'). 
(5) (GL/XSL2m+1' A2EBA1)-
(6) (GL/X SL2m+I• A2EBA1EB(A1EBA1)(*l). 
(7) (GL/XSp,.; A 1EBA1). 
(8) (GL/ X Spinn, a half-spin rep. EB the vector rep.) with n= 8, 10. 
(9) (GL/ X Spin10, AEBA) where A= the even half-spin representation. 

Theorem 12.3. Any non-irreducible 2-simple P.V. (GL/"XG, p(=p 1 
EB· · · EBp")) of type I with the universally transitive open orbit is castling
equivalent to one of the following P. V.' s. 

(1) G=SL2m+iXSL 2, p=A 2@A1+l@Ai(+T) with T=l@Ai(+l 
@Ai)-

(2) G=SL 5 XSL 2, p=A 2@A1-t-Ar@l( +l@Ai( + l@A1)). 
(3) G=SL 5 XSL2, p=A2@A1+(Ar+At)@l. 
(4) G=Sp,.XSLm, p=A 1@A1+T, with T=l@(Ai*'+ ···+Ai*>) 

(1 <k~3) except l@(A 1+A 1+At) with m=odd, A1@I+l@(Ai*>+ · · · + 
Ai*>) (0<k<2) except A 1@I+ I@(A 1+At) with m=odd, l@A2 (m=odd), 
I@(A 2+At) (m=5). 

(5) G=Sp,.XSL2m+I• p=A1@A1+(A1+A1)@l. 
(6) G=Spin 10XSL 2, p=a half-spin rep. @A1+l@Ai(+T) with T= 

I@Ai( + l@A1). 
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Corollaryl12.4. Any non-irreducible regular 2-simple P. V. of type I 
with the universally transitive orbit is castling-equivalent to one of the fol
lowing P. V.'s. 

(1) (GL/XSL 5 XSL 2, A2®A 1+(At+At)®l). 
(2) {GL/XSPnXSL2m, A1®A1+l®(Ai*'+Ai*')). 
(3) (GL/XSpnXSLzm+1' A1®A1+A1®l). 
(4) (GL/X Spn X SL2m+l• A1®A1 + A1® 1 + 1 ®(A1 + A1)<*'), 
(5) (GL/XSpin 10XSL2, a half-spin rep. ®A1+l®(A 1+A 1)). 

(6) (GL/X Spin10XS£z, a half-spin rep. ®A 1+ l®(A 1+A 1+ A,)). 

One can see also that any non~regular irreducible P.V., which is not 
castling-equivalent to (Sp,,. X GL2, A1®2A 1), has the universally transitive 
open orbit. Any 2-simple P.V. of type II in Theorem 5.2 has the univer
sally transitive open orbit if and only if so is the corresponding simple 
P.V. There are many other 2-simple P.V.'s of type II with universally 
transitive open orbits (See [K-K-H]). 

§ 13. Irreducible P. V.'s of characteristic p ~ 3 (Z. Chen's result) 

In [C3], [C4], Z. Chen obtained the following result. Since all irredu
cible P.V.'s are defined over Q (Section 3), by the reduction modulo p, one 
obtains corresponding P.V.'s in characteristic p. If p >5, every regular 
irreducible P.V. of characteristic O induces a regular irreducible one of 
characteristic p by the reduction modulo p([C4]). There is one exception 
if p=5 and 6 exceptions if p=3. But not every irreducible P.V.'s of 
characteristic p can be obtained by the reduction mudulo p. In fact, 
when p >2, there are following 4 new types. 

(1) (GLn, (1 + p•)A 1, V(n2)) (s>O, n>2). 
(2) (GLn, A1+ p•A,,._u V(n2)) (s>O, n>3). 
(3) (GL1 XSL 8, A1®(A 1+A 2), V(l)®V(7)) (p=3). 
(4) (GL0 A1+A 2, V(16)) (p=3). 

Among them, Z. Chen investigated a P.V. (4) in detail. It is a regu
lar irreducible P.V. with the irreducible relative invariant of degree 8. 

§ 14. A classification of irreducible P.V.'s of parabolic type and their real 
forms (H. Rubenthaler's result) 

Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, fj a Cartan subalgebra. 
Let R be the root system w.r.t. (g, fj) and fix a base 1/f of R. Let 0 be a 
subset of 1/f. Put h8 ={x eh, a(x)=O for all a e 0} and define an element 
H 8 of h8 by a(H 8)=O for a e 0 and a(H 8)=2 for a e 1/f -0. For n e Z, 
put d,,.(0)={X e g; [H8 , X]=2nX}. Then we have [dl0), d;(0)]Cd;+i0) 
and hence we obtain Z-grading. 
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The space do(O), which is denoted by £8, is a reductive subalgebra of 
g. It operates on each dlO) by the adjoint action. Let L 8 be the con
nected subgroup of G corresponding to £8 where G is adjoint group of g. 
Then we have the action of L 8 on dlO) which corresponds to that of £ 8 

on dlO). It is known (Vinberg) that (L 8 , di(O)) is a P.V. of paraboilc type. 
It is an irreducible P.V. if and only if Card ('/ff -0)= 1. H. Rubenthaler 
classified irreducible P.V.'s of parabolic type [Rl]. Irreducible regular 
P.V.'s of parabolic type are given by (1) with (H, p)=(SLn, A1), (2)-(9), 
(Spn,, A1) (n=2n'), (SOn, A1). (10) with n= I, (12), (13), (15), (16), in (I) 
in Theorem 3.3. H. Rubenthaler also investigated their real forms 
([Rl], [R2]). 

§ 15. Indecomposable commutative Frobenius algebras and a-functions; 
Examples of quasi-regular, non-regular P.V.'s (M. Sato's unpublished 
result III) 

Let A= C[x 1, · · ·, xn] be the polynomial ring of n variables over C. 
Any finite-dimensional commutative algebra A over C can be expressed 
as A=A/Jwhere Jis an ideal of A satisfying m::JJ::Jmk for some k with 
m=Ax 1+ · · · +Axn. Let .?Jpt={P(D)o(x1, • • ·, xn); P(D) is a partial 
differential operator with constant coefficients} be the hyperfunctions with 
the support at the origin of en, where o(x1, •• ·, xn) is the Dirac's delta 

function. By the inner product (f, L::.(x))= f f(u)L::.(u)du, we can regard 

.?Jpt as the dual A* of A canonically. Note that .?Jpt is an A-module. 
The dual A* of A is given by A*= { L::.(x) e P4 pt; (f, L::.(x)) = 0 for all .f e J}. 
By Lemma 10.6, A=A/Jis a Frobenius algebra if and only if A*=AL::.(x) 
for some L::.(x) e A*c.?Jpt· Note that a commutative Frobenius algebra 
is a symmetric algebra. When A*=AL::.(x), the ideal J is given by J= 

{.re A; (f, '/ff L::.(x))= f f'/Jf L::.(u)du= f '/ff f L::.(u)du= (1/f,f L::.(x)) =0 for all 

1/f e A}= {f e A; f L::.(x) = 0}. Hence, for any given L::.(x) e P4 pt, we can 

get a commutative Frobenius algebra A=A/J by the ideal J={feA; 
fL::.(x)=0} of A=C[xi, · · ·, xn]. Conversely, any finite-dimensional in
decomposable commutative Frobenius algebra can be obtained by this 
method. 

Remark 15.1. {xa=xt··. ·Xnan} is a base of A=C[x1, .. ·, xn]. The 
dual base of .?Jpt is given by {(( -1) 1P1/ fi !)o<P>(x)}, i.e., (xa, ((-1) 1P1/ fi !)o<P>(x)) 
=l (a=fi) and =0 (a=l=fi). 

Remark 15.2. Assume that A= A1E0 · • • E0Ak where each A, is a two-
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sided ideal of A. Then A is a Frobenius algebra (resp. symmetric algebra) 
if and only if each Ai is a Frobenius algebra (resp. symmetric algebra). 

Remark 15.3. Both A =C[x I, · · ·, xn] and !!Jpt are of infinite dimen
sion. If one wants to consider a finite-dimensional vector space, one can 
modify our argument as follows. Let 9Rk be the ideal of A= C[x I, . .. ,xn] 
generated by x/, · · ·, xnk, i.e., 9Rk=Ax/+ ···+Ax/ and putAk=A/9Rk. 
For A =A/J,, we have Ak----+A----+0 (exact) for a sufficiently large k. Its 
kernel J is given by J =J/Mk. Now Ak is a finite-dimensional vector space 
over C. Let !!JP/kl be the totality of less than k-th derivations of the o
function. Then !!JP/kl is the dual of Ak. 

Now we shall investigate the correspondence between !!Jpt and A= 
A/ J (=a Frobenius algebra) in detail. Assume that A has two expression: 
(1) A= C[x 1, • • • , xn]/JI which corresponds to 6i(x) with n-variables, (2) 
A =C[x I, · · ·, xn+r]/J2 which corresponds to 6z(x) with (n+r)-variables. 
In this case, put 6i(X)=6i(x) o(xn+1)·. ·O(Xn+r) and Ji={fe C[x,,-. ·, 
Xn+r];f6i(x)=0}. Since Ji contains xn+i, ···,Xnw we have (3) A= 
C[x I, · · ·, xn, · · ·, xn+r1/Ji. Thus we may assume that two expressions 
have the same number of variables, i.e., A=C[xi, · · ·, xn]/J, (86/x))= 
C[y 1, • • ·, Yn]/Jz(86z(y)). We have A =CffiN where N is the radical of 
A. Nakayama's lemma says that elements u,, ... , un of N generate A as 
an algebra if and only if u, mod N 2, ••• , un mod N 2 generate N/ N 2 as a 
vector space. Put ui =xi mod JI and vi= Yi mod J2 (l "'5:_i <n). We may 
assume that (I) ui,vieN(I~i,j<n), (2){u 1, ···,um}modN 2 and {v1, 

... , vm} mod N 2 are bases of N/ N 2 so that A= C[u I, · · ·, um, · · ·, un] = 
C[u 1, ···,um] etc. Put ui=lff;(v) and vi=<I>(u). We have vi=I:,aiJuJ 
mod N 2 (1 ::=;;i ~n). If n=m, we have det (ai1)=;t=O. Even if n>m, we may 
take lff and <I> such that det(ai 1)::;t=O, and hence ui=lff;(v) and v1=<I>iu) are 
non-singular transformations at the origin. We say that 6i(x) and 6z{x) 
are equivalent (denoted by 6i(x)'.:::'.6z(x)) if one is transformed from the 
other by (1) the coordinate transformation 6(u)du>--+6(lff(v))(8lff(u)/8v) · dv 
and (2) 6(u)du,-.,,. f(u)6(u)du where /(/(0)::;t=O) is an invertible operator. 
If 6 1 '.:::'. 6 2, then the corresponding Frobenius algebras are isomorphic, 
i.e., { equivalence class of !!J pt} 8 {isomorphic class of indecomposable 
commutative Frobenius algebras}. 

Example 15.4 (one variable). We have a0o<nl(x)+a 1o<n-Il(x)+ · .. + 
ano(x) (a0=;t=O)'.:::'.o<nl(x). It is transformed by (I) (also possible by (2)). 
Put A= C[x]. Then Ao<nl(x) = C 5<nl(x)ffi · · · (£JC 0<Il(x)(£JC o(x), and J = 
{f e C[x];Jo<nl(x)=0}=C[x]-xn+1_ Hence A=A/J=C-1(£JC-x(£J · · ·ffi 
Cxn mod xn+I. We shall consider a commutative Frobenius algebra ob
tained in such a way. Namely A=C-1(£JC-u(£J-. -ffiCun-t with un=O. 
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This is obtained from acn-1>(x). For an element g=a 0+a 1u+ · • · + 
an-lun-l of.A, we have 

Hence det g=a 0n and G = _;.p = {a0+a 1u+ · · · +an-1un-t; a0::;!=O}. By 
Section 10, (AX, A) is a quasi-regular, non-regular P.V. 

Proposition 15.5. There exist n G-invariant closed I-forms on an n~ 
dimensional commutative Frobenius algebra d. 

Proof For x=x,u 1+ · · · +xnun e .91x and ~ e d, put x- 1~= 
1/fi(x,~)u1+·· ·+1ffnCx,e)un where {u1, ···,un} is a base of d. Since 
dlog x=x- 1dx and (gx)- 1(ge)=x- 1e, 1/fi(x, dx), · · . , 1/f /x, dx) are G
invariant closed I-forms. Q.E.D. 

Example 15.6. We shall consider d=C· IEBC-uffiCu2 (u3 =O). For 
x=x 0+x 1u+x 2u2 e dx, we have logx=logx 0+log(l +(x 1/x 0)u+(x 2/x 0)u2) 

=log x 0+(x 1/x 0)u+(x 2/x 0 -½(x 1/x 0)2)u2 since log (I+ t)= t-½t 2 mod t 3• 

Hence dlogx=I/x 0dx0+(dx 1/x 0)u+(d(2x 0x 2 -x 12)/2x/)u 2 and we obtain 
G-invariant closed I-forms 1ff0=dx 0/x0, 1ff1=d(x 1/x 0) and 1Jl2 =d((2x 0x 2 -

x/)/2x02). Now 1/f0 corresponds to a rational relative invariantfo(x)=x 0, 
and 1/f 1 (resp. 1/f 2) corresponds to a transcendental relative invariant J;(x) 
=exp (x1/x 0) (resp.J;(x)=exp ((2x0x 2 -x/)/2x/)). We havefo(gx)=a 0.fo(x), 

J;(gx)=(exp a1/a0)J;(x), f;(gx) = (exp ((2x0x 0 -x/)/2x/)/2(x) for g=a 0+ 
a1u+a 2u2 e dx. Since grad logfo••J;"/2' 2 =t(s 0/x 0 -s 1x 1/x/-slx 0x 2+x/)/ 
x/, s1/x 0 -s 2x 1/x 02, s2/x 0), we can see the quasi-regularity again. This 
quasi-regular P.V. can be considered as a deformation of a regular P.V. 
(GL/, V(3)). We shall explain this fact for a 2-dimensional commutative 
associative algebra A= C EBC u. The structure of an algebra is determined 
by giving i and l.l for u2=l+vu. Using u'=u-J.1/2, we may assume that 
l.1=O and u2 =.<. If l::;!=O, then (dx, d) is a regular P.V. isomorphic to 
(GL/, V(2)). In fact, putting e,=½ +u/(2,vT) and e2=!-u/(2-vT), we 

haveg(e 1, e2)=(e 1, e2)(g i) for g=ae 1+be 2 e d=Ce 1EBCe2• However, 

as the limit of .<---+0, we obtain a quasi-regular, non-regular P.V. 
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